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ABSTRACT 
Let K,, denote the set of all n x n nonnegative matrices whose entries have sum 
n, and let $J be a real valued function defined on K, by +(X) = IIIElri + lII;=lcj - 
perX for X E K,, with row sum vector (r ,,..., r,,) and column sum vector (c, ,..., c,,). 
For the same X, let +ij(X)=rI,..,rk+lYI,+jcr-perX(i]j). ASK,, is called a 
+-maximizing matrix if +(A) > +(X) for all X E K,. Dittert’s conjecture asserts that 
4, = Wnl,,,,, is the unique +-maximizing matrix on K, . In this paper, the following 
are proved: (i) If A = [a, j] is a +-maximizing matrix on K, , then +ij(A) = $I( A) if 
aij>O,and +,j(A)<~(A)if a,j=O. (ii)Theconjectnreis true for n=3. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
Throughout this paper, let K, denote the set of all n X n 
tive matrices whose entries have sum n, and let $J denote 
function defined on K, by 
real nonnega- 
a real valued 
(p(X)= fi t xij+ fi jJ xij-perX 
i=l ‘=I 1 j=l i=l 
for X = [xi j] E K *, where per stands for the permanent function. A matrix 
A E K, is called a Cp-maximizing matrix on K, if +(A) a+(X) for alI 
X E K,. Let 8, denote the set of all n X n doubly stochastic matrices, and 
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let J, denote the n X n matrix all of whose entries are l/n. An n X n matrix 
is called fully indecomposable if it does not contain an s X t zero submatrix 
with s + t = n. As usual, let Ei j denote a (0,l) matrix of suitable size all of 
whose entries are 0 except for the (i, j) entry, which is 1. For a matrix A, let 
A( i] j) denote the matrix obtained from A by deleting row i and column j. 
We write A > 0 (A Y 0) to denote that A is a positive (not a positive) matrix. 
For the function r#~ on K,, there is a conjecture which is apparently due 
to E. Dittert. 
CONJECTURE [3, Conjecture 281. 1, is the unique +-maximizing matrix 
on K,. 
R. Sir&horn [4] proved that every $-maximizing matrix on K, has a 
positive permanent and also that the conjecture is true for n = 2. In a recent 
paper [l], the present author investigated some properties of +maximizing 
matrices and proved the validity of the conjecture for positive semidefinite 
symmetric matrices in K, and for matrices in a sufficiently small neighbor- 
hood of 3, in K,. 
For a matrix A, let R, and C, denote the row sum vector and the 
column sum vector of A respectively. Let A E K,, and let R, = ( rl,. . . , r,,), 
CA = (c,, . . . , c,). For 1~ i, j d n, we define $B~~(A) by 
$ij(A) =~~...~~-~~~+~...r~+c~...c~-~c~+~...c~-perA(ilj). 
In this paper, we prove that if A = [ ai j] is a +-maximizing matrix on K,, 
then 
@ii(A) = Q(A) if aij>O, 
+ij(A) Q +(A) if aij=O 
and prove the conjecture for n = 3. 
2. +-MAXIMIZING MATRICES 
The following lemma can be proved by using one of the results in [l]. But 
here we give a short proof. 
LEMMA 1. Let A = [aij] be a +maximizing m&ix on K,. Then 
(i) &i(A) =&..(A) ifaij > 0 and akl > 0, 
(ii) &,(A) Q +kl(A) ifaij = 0 and akl > 0. 
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Proof. Let E be a real number with sufficiently small absolute value, and 
let A,=A+e(Eij-Ekl). Then A,EK, and 
+(A,) = +(A) +e[ +ij(A) - G,,(A)] + O(e2). 
Thus $ j( A) = $B~[( A), and assertion (i) is proved. 
For (ii), if we use a positive E, then A, E K, and it must be that 
+ij(A) - +/cl(A) G 0. n 
From Lemma 1 we get the following 
THEOREM 1. Let A = [aij] be a +maximizing matrix on K,. Then 
(9 +ij(A)=+(A) ifUij>O, 
(ii) &j(A) <+(A) if‘aij = 0. 
. 
Proof. Let R, = (rr ,..., rn), C,= (cr ,..., c,), r = rr... r,, c = cr...c”, 
and fi=r/ri, Cj=c/cj for i,j=l,...,n. Suppose aij>O. Then for (k,Z) 
with akl > 0, we have +ij( A) = +kl(A), which implies 
akl+ij(A) =alclGkl(A) (k,Z=l,..., n), 
that is, 
Taking summation over k, 1, we get 
n+ij(A) = I$ i uk& + i 2 a&, - 2 2 u,,perA(k(Z) 
k=l I=1 k=l !=l k=l l=l 
n n 
= c rkfk+ c clCI- nperA 
k-l 1-l 
= kiIr+ ,crc-nperA 
= n(r + c - perA) 
= n+(A), 
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which completes the proof of (i). Assertion (ii) can be proved by a similar 
computation by using (ii) of Lemma 1. a 
We note that if, in Theorem 1, the matrix A is doubly stochastic, then the 
assertions &i(A) =+(A) and perA(i(j) = perA are the same, and $I~~(A) 
6 +(A) and perA(i]j) > perA are the same. 
LEMMA 2 [l, Lemma 21. Let A = [aij] be a +muximizing matrix on K,, 
and let 1 Q s < t < n. If &,(A) = &,(A) for all i such thut ai, + a,, > 0, 
then the matrix obtained from A by replucing each of the columns s and t by 
its average is also a +muximizing matrix on K,. A similar statement holds 
f or mws. 
LEMMA 3 [l, Theorem 11. If A is a positive +muximizing matrix on K,, 
thenA=/,,. 
THEOREM 2. Zf$+j(A)=+(A) foralZl<i, jQnamfforeoeq+m&- 
mizing matrix A on K,, then 1, is the unique +m&miting matrix on K,. 
Proof. Assume that $J,~(A)=$I(A) for all i, j=l,...,n for every + 
maximizing matrix A on K,. Let A be a +-maximizing matrix on K,. 
Suppose A 4 Q,,. Let C, = (c,, . . . , c,). Then, without loss of generality, we 
may assume that 0 < ci B cs Q . . . < c, with ci < 1. Let 
M, = (12~Z,-,)(Z,$J,$Z,-,) +. . (I,-,~J,$Z,)(Z,-,~J,). 
Then M, A is a +-maximizing matrix on K, by Lemma 2 applied several 
times. So B = lim k ~ o. M,kA is a +-maximizing matrix. But B is a positive 
+-maximizing matrix which is not even a doubly stochastic matrix, since its 
first column has sum ci < 1, contradicting Lemma 3. Thus we have shown 
that A E Q,. It now follows that A = 1, from the van der Waerden- 
Egory&v theorem. n 
3. DI’ITERT’S CONJECTURE FOR n = 3 
One hopes to prove that if (p is maximal at A E K,, then A = I,,. It seems 
that one would like to show here that even if A # J,,, at the very least, A is 
fully indecomposable. But at the present time I am not able to prove it except 
for the case n = 3. 
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LEMMA 4 [l]. Let A be a Cp-maximizing matrix on K,, and let 16 s <t 
< n. Zf columns s and t of A have either the same sums or the same (0,l) 
patterns, then the matrix obtained jkma A by replacing each of columns s and 
t by its average is also a +muximizing m&ix on K,. A similar statement 
holds fm rows. 
The following lemma is a special case of a lemma in [2]. 
LEMMA 5 [2]. Suppose that A and B are +muximizing matrices on K, 
with the same (0,l) pattern. Zf +(tA+(l- t)B) is a polynomial in t of 
degree G 3, then cp(tA + (1 - t)B) is a constant fin&ion oft. 
Now we are ready to prove 
LEMMA 6. Zf A is a cp-maximizing matrix on K,, then A is fully 
indecomposable. 
Proof. Let A= [aij] be a +-maximizing matrix on K,, and let R,= 
(rr, rz, ra), C, = (cr, c,, ca). Assume that A is not fully indecomposable. Then, 
without loss of generality, we may assume that aI2 = al3 = 0. Then al, > 0. 
First we are to show that (a,,, asl) # (0,O). Suppose that azl = aSI = 0. Let 
B = A(lJ1) and let a,, = a. Then A = aZ,$ B, and thus +(A) = a$( B) and 
t#~~( A) = (P(B). Now by Theorem 1, a = 1 and hence B E K,. So, by 
Sinkhom [4], B = 1s. But then $J( A) = +(B) = $I(&) < Cp(.Z,), a contradic- 
tion. Thus it must be that (a,,, aSI) # (0,O). 
Now, suppose, on the other hand, that as1 > 0 and aSI > 0. Then, by 
Lemma 1, (p,,(A) = $I,,( A) implies that 0 = (psr( A) - $+r( A) = r,r, - rlr, = 
rr( r3 - rs), i.e. that rs = rs. Thus, by Lemma 4, we may assume that 
a 0 0 
A=(Z,W,)A= x Y Y , 
i 1 x Y Y 
where axy > 0. Suppose x 2 y. Then 
a 0 0 
A,= X+Y y 0 [ 1 X-Y Y 2Y 
is also a +-maximizing matrix, since RA1 = R,, CA, = C,, and per A, = per A. 
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Now, +,(A,) - +&Al) = ay > 0, contradicting Lemma 1. Thus x < y. Let 
a 0 0 
A,= 2.x y y-x . 
[ 1 0 Y Y+x 
Then A, is a +maximizing matrix on K, and hence, by Lemma 4, 
0 0 
y-x/2 y-x/2 
y+x/2 y+r/2 1 
is also a +-maximizing matrix on K,. But, since RAz = RA3, CA, = CA3, and 
perA, = 2a(yZ - x2/4) < 2ay2 = perA,, we have +(As) > $(A,) = +(A), 
a contradiction. Thus it must be that exactly one of a21 or us1 is 0. So, 
without loss of generality, we may assume that a21 > 0 and u3r = 0, and 
hence that A has the form 
with ab > 0. 
We claim that B is not a positive matrix. For, suppose B > 0. Then, by 
Lemma 4, we may say 
a 0 0 
A= b x x [ 1 0 Y Y 
with xy > 0. Now, by Lemma 1, we have 0 = #rr( A) - $221(A) = 2y( b + x - 
a), i.e. a = b + x. For a sufficiently small E > 0, let 
Then RAe = R,, CA,= CA, and 
perA,=perA+&y(b-2x-a)+O(rz2) 
= perA - 3~ry + O(E~) -=z perA, 
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which gives us +(A,) > +(A), a contradiction. Therefore it must be that 
B I? 0. 
Now, since a per B = per A > 0, we have per B > 0, and hence we may 
assume that 
with xy>O and uv=O. 
If v = 0, then, for a sufficiently small E > 0, 
is a matrix in K, whose +-value is strictly greater than +(A). Thus v > 0 and 
u = 0, and hence A finally has the form 
with abxyv > 0. Let 
Then A, is also a +-maximizing matrix on K, with the same (0,l) pattern as 
A. Since +(tA +(l - t)A,) is a polynomial in t of degree < 3, 
;(A+A,)= ;(b+u) x I 
ib + Y> 0 0 
0 
0 +(b+v) i(a+y) J 
is also a +-maximizing matrix on K,, by Lemma 5. By renaming :(a + y) 
and i( b + v) as a and b respectively in i( A + A,), we may assume that 
a 0 0 
A= b x 0. [ 1 0 b a 
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Now, Lemma 1 gives us that 0 = +,(A) - &r(A) = - ax < 0, a contradic- 
tion, and the proof is complete. n 
THEOREM 3. .I3 is the unique +-maximizing matrix on K,. 
Proof. Let A = [u,~] be a G-maximizing matrix on K,. If we can show 
that A > 0, then A = Js by Lemma 3 and we will be done. Suppose A 2 0. 
Since A is fully indecomposable, there are three possibilities for the (0,l) 
pattern of A up to permutations of rows and columns, namely (i) a,r is the 
only zero entry of A; (ii) a,,, uas are only zero entries of A; (iii) a,,, uaa, u,~ 
are only zero entries of A. 
Case (i). By Lemmas 4 and 5, we may assume that 
with xy > 0. Lemma 1 gives us that 0 = +rs( A) - +,(A) = 2y(2y - r), i.e. 
that x = 2y, which yields 
10 
A=-4 [ 2 2 2 1 1  
and +(A) < @(Is), a contradiction. 
Case (ii). By Lemma 5, we may say that A has the form 
with xyzu > 0. Let 
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Then A, is also a +-maximizing matrix on K, with the same (0,l) pattern as 
A. So, by Lemma 5, we may assnme that y = z. Then, since the columns 1 
and 2 have the same column sums x + y, A, = A(.@Z,) is also a +-maxim&- 
ing matrix by Lemma 4. Now, since A, > 0, it must be that A, = J3 by 
Lemma3.Thusitfollowsthat x=:, y=z=u=j,andhencethat +(A)= 
2 - & < +( &). a contradiction. 
Case (iii). By Lemma 5 again, we may assume that A is of the form 
Since the columns 1 and 3 have the same column sum, by Lemma 4 we can 
get a +-maximizing matrix with exactly one zero entry by averaging these 
two columns, which is shown to be impossible in case (i). 
Thus it has been proved that A > 0, and the proof is complete. w 
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